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ne goal of ISPO Munich is to be a gateway for future trends. In cooperation with a trend expert ISPO OMunich studied various global trends with influence on the textile industry awnd its products. In 

combination with the defined trend colors and five more detailed textile trends, these megatrends 

provide a good vision where the future of textiles will take us.

ISPO Munich is very pleased to have the opportunity to share these visions for Fall/Winter 2020/21 with 

the textile industry and to use these trends as a basic guideline for ISPO Textrends 2019. The megatrends 

show visions that are not specific to one particular area but will influence the entire textile chain right 

down to the consumer. The colour cards and the textile trends result from a range of influences, from 

consumer behaviour to the global economy. Film, music, social media, art and many other activities are 

reflected in these trends. They form a basic guideline how new developments and innovations of 

ingredient products will be shown, presented and highlighted at ISPO Textrends 2019.

Visions for the Textile Industry



A reassuring mood emerges for the season, as comforting tones 

appeal, spiked from time to time with sharp brights. The Core 

colour palette takes on a sense of nostalgia and simplicity, a 

feeling of bright tones filtered down. Far from looking faded, they 

are calmingly strong. Inspiration for the satellite colour palettes 

teams nature with technology and a forceful vibrancy that will 

shake up the season. Associated with renewal, growth and 

harmony, green tones feature throughout the colour groups, an 

encouraging sign for the season interpreted in different tones. 

CORE
Slightly weathered, the traditional primary tones get a wintry 

filter effect applied. Winter sky blue finds a place as does indigo, a 

new alternative to black. Vigor, energy and determination 

associated with red reassures the consumer, offered in a nostalgic 

rich red through to a sharper interpretation.

Satellite – Colour 
Palettes
In our fast-paced world 

the palette here embraces 

the luminosity of light on 

surfaces. The overall look 

can be worked to a natural 

advantage or through the 

addition of applied 

luminosity for a futuristic 

and sharp palette.

Capricious
Disruptive, irregular and 
lively, this symphony of colors 
clash and collide. The palette 
can be used as solids or 
creatively chaotic through 
prints, the level of colour 
from minimal to maximum 
shout out. Fluorescent and 
neon feature, pushing this 
color group to an intense new 
level. Perfect for working with 
black and grays.

 Fall/Winter 2020/21Colors

Talent
Natures’s natural talent 
pushes through in rich 
and vivacious deep tones 
offset by neutral tones. 
The colours will respond 
differently, with natural 
fabrics taking on a deep 
richness, and membranes 
and coating through to 
bright synthetics using 
these tones to a more 
jeweled delivery.

Optic
Iridescence and gleaming 
substrates will electrify 
this pastel-looking group. 
Artificial light tones are 
key, achievable through 
tri-lobal performance 
yarns and glossy 
membranes. The scale of 
working this colour group 
on different substrates can 
be subtle through to laser 
optic brightness and awe.

BLACK 15-5728 TPX 14-1159 TPX 18-1651 TPX 14-4214 TPX 13-0858 TPX 17-1656 TPX WHITE 19-3830 TPX 14-1305 TPX

13-5305 TPX 17-4408 TPX 18-1355 TPX 12-0714 TPX 14-4502 TPX

14-0740 TPX 19-4342 TPX 18-3615 TPX 17-4919 TPX 17-1505 TPX

12-0642 TPX 16-1362 TPX 18-2140 TPX 13-0650 TPX 19-3952 TPX

15-3817 TPX 14-4511 TPX 13-4108 TPX 18-4029 TPX 13-5714 TPX



Textile Trend 1
Gravitas

A multi faceted approach is taken as strength and power dominate this trend. Lighter weight 
fabrics continue to deliver the high tenacity appeal of their heavier predecessors with new 
dynamics. Aramid fibers feature alongside the mood of strength and protection through fabric 
construction. This is about getting more from your kit, reassured in the knowledge that 
enhancement and protection is the goal. 

Both matte and bright surface effects feature, but look to innovative protection in delivering a 
personal safety to guarding from the winter elements. Stretch membranes enhance protective 
bases and 3 layer laminated wind blockers for lightweight protection. The tactility of the trend is 
in contrast to its tough characteristic, as haptic takes on a soft touch, enhancing the experience 
when wearing. Built-in performance from finishes and functional fibers are key, as anti odor, 
moisture management, energizing FIR yarns and the increase in heating yarns work together. 

Anatomical styling protecting the wearer at base level through to outer layer is key, 
requiring precise fabrics to deliver personal protection. Fabrics are compact and highly 
durable. There is also a development in the product design process as body mapping and 
zoning feature, reducing the amount of seams to create higher levels of stress durability. 
This trend is about reinforcing the power during activity but also protecting as we 
reinforce achieving our personal goal.



Textile Trend 2
Altruistic

A feel good factor surges through the season, with health and wellbeing equating to 
happiness, combined with the continuing responsibility to the environment. The need for 
balance continues, rebalancing the true characteristics of humanism with today’s rapid 
advance in technology. Acutely aware of the environmental issues we face, we have never 
been in a better position of power to rectify the situation. This trend leads the way in 
remastering traditional processes and ingredients, in recreating a cleaner and more efficient 
product. Simultaneously new sustainable ingredients and processes are continuing to evolve. 

There is a strong calming and reassuring element that features, endorsing the need for 
traditional values to be maintained and this will transfer through to fabric structures. It is time 
to take responsibility for our environment as well as our personal wellbeing. Precision features 
contrasting with the free flow of abstract prints and the use of color in chromatic effects from 
yarns or through dyeing. Nature is a strong inspiration for structures, with bio mimicry 
featuring in textile and trim content as well as structure. 

Honesty and transparency is embedded strongly in this direction, a sophisticated offering, it is 
contained and controlled delivering performance fabrics and trims that will go the distance. 
Natural and synthetic fibers continue their hybridized journey, bringing together the best of 
both worlds in creating harmonious results for this pioneering trend.



Textile Trend 3
Disruption

A disruptive streak roars through textiles and trims, as a rebellious yet feel good factor features. 
This is about claiming back past fundamental forms of communication, culture and daily life. 
Disruptive innovations have been evident in our lives since the explosion of technology. Mail has 
been replaced by email, digital technology and streaming has replaced the traditional camera and 
VHS, while books diminished as a result of e-books. This leads to this DISRUPTION trend arousing 
the tactility and experience we once gained from elements in our lifestyle. Remember vinyls, the 
experience of the record shop, the time spent browsing in

Blockbusters choosing a movie, the emotional connection and hands on living we had in 
controlling our lives when instancy and immediacy didn’t feature. On an additional note, the slow 
movement is actually moving faster than you think. This trend is pushed by the millennials, 
intrigued by the idiosyncrasies of life before digital technology. Surfaces come alive in regular and 
situated disruption, we want to feel this deliberate stand off from the fast paced streamed 
modern-day living. The dominance of smooth surfaces in the sports and outdoors industry lack 
the stimulation of texture, whether it be optical or physical and this is where the disruptive 
element is required, to buck the trend for perfection. This is also a good opportunity to disrupt 
traditional processes, move away from the traditional recipes of textiles manufacturing and 
finishing, rethink and explore the possibilities for avant-garde innovation. Prints bring this trend 
alive, it’s time to ruffle feathers, create a dynamic approach, prove that we still have it, and as 
humans give AI a run for its money, without denying ourselves the performance we have 
developed. Disrupting isn’t a bad thing, despite the irregularity of it all, it can enable us to gain 
control and order in a pleasingly chaotic manner. This disruptive trend is not about being a 
troublemaker, it is all about being a trailblazer.



Textile Trend 4
Spatial

A new dimension come into play as we develop textiles and trims destined to be long standing 
favorites season after season. There is an aerated feel to fabrics, silicon fillers through to bright 
spacers feature, forming a protective, rounded approach that is set to continue through to 
product design. Neoprene-like structures deliver the look with clean cutting aspects 
applicable, while iridescent yarns create a rounded finish to single knits and wovens. 

SPATIAL is about finding the right balance, virtuality vs. reality, natural vs. synthetic while 
compact vs. engineered aeration. We can’t avoid the speed of innovation from technology, 
and this inspires structures. Each ingredient and performance factor has its own space, to 
create a truly malleable touch through fabrics and trims. Think of the squidgy touch of silicon, 
or the pleasurable texture of a marshmallow or the sponge-like feel of natural moss, you get a 
feel of the direction this trend proposes. Pique and mesh fabrics take on a much more 
sophisticated structural approach, as loose and connected double construction replicate this 
aerated feel. 

This is smart and sophisticated performance at its height, as a modern and dynamic mood 
envelops the industry. In order to progress we have move with the times by adapting, bringing 
knowledge to team with today’s technology. A clean tech approach to production is an important 
focus. Look to responsible production and Keep it light, keep it clean but most important of all 
make it exceptional in touch, performance and hand feel in delivering physical wellbeing. 



Textile Trend 5
Sublime

With sensational innovation driving the season, one of the areas that is keeping pace is the desire 

for tactility, as high performance fabrics pursue a softer and more sensual outcome. Visual appeal 

and haptic accelerate, as we welcome the sensationalism of touch and attraction. From silky 

smooth to layered micro porous texture, performance fabrics and trims are aesthetically pleasing 

but also incredibly soft. There is a plus richness to textures, velvet in appearance but deceptive of 

the innovative function that can be delivered. This is an indulgent trend. 

Surfaces are puffed and rounded, micro fibres are textured creating super soft sensational touch 

with grainy surface. Prints are sublimely geometric and precise, working like mechanisms across 

the fabric surface. Ripstop and outer shells are lightweight, noiseless, as softer structures feature. 

Membranes enhance the experience, illuminating the surface fabric detail. There is a new fluidity 

ranging in matte and bright finishes. Soft slub yarns create plush luxury while performance 

synthetics purse a stronger fashion direction in high lusters. 

Light weight brushed jersey for glove liners with built in anti-odour performance sooth the hands, 

with sensational single knits. Heat technology is key here, whether it is from the traditional 

insulation and down sector through to heat yarn technology. This is the soul of performance 

textiles, a luxurious touch and attractive surfaces that embodies the need for indulging with a 

functional factor. Tactility reaches new levels, pushing out all the stops in creating a high level of 

style and engaging the consumer on an emotional level.


